FlexiMill Progress report
Module Works SRl
Overview
Activities within the last 19-24 Project months.

Figure 1: Project planning

Module Works has been active in Workpackages 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.

Within the last reporting period, Module Works has finalized the last remaining developments that were
focusing of on the optimization of the previous developments in order to facilitate integration of Module Works’
software libraries into the Integrated FlexiMill System.
Module Works has developed and improved software interfaces (API) to support integration of software libraries
developed in WP3, which include new classes for different definitions of barrel tools and cutter-workpiece
engagement computation. Besides, Module Works has developed and improved graphic user interface (GUI) to
support Human Machine Interaction for the newly implemented definitions of the barrel tool.
Module Works was also supporting other partners in the testing phase. As part of the developments, a
dedicated machine model and postprocessor to convert 3D coordinates into machine commands has been
created for computer validation of the developed machining strategies.
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WP5 Integration of FlexiMILL Process Planning System
WP5 is the "Integration of FlexiMILL Process Planning System" and managed by Camaix. The basis is the
developed CAM-module from WP3.
Module Works has developed and improved software interfaces (API) to support integration of software libraries
developed in WP3, which include new classes for different definitions of barrel tools and cutter-workpiece
engagement computation, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Different definitions for the barrel tool

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show snapshot of the software interface (API) of the barrel tool definitions.

Figure 3: Constructor for the standard barrel tool definition

Figure 4: Constructor for the advanced barrel tool definition
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WP6 Optimization of the Integrated FlexiMILL System
WP6, "Optimization of the Integrated FlexiMILL System", identified flaws in the technology package due to
interface losses and integration in WP5. First machining trials of a simplified demonstrator performed to identify
deficits of the FlexiMILL technology package. An optimization of "tooling", "process planning " and "machining"
took place on module level.
For the demonstration of the FlexiMILL process planning system (WP7) a high level of autonomous and reliable
process planning was desired. In the intermediate evaluation, a simplified demonstrator achieved the required
level of automatization. Correction in the user-machine interaction via the user interface was necessary, as
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: GUI for automated alignment of the barrel tool profile to the machined surface

Module Works has developed and improved graphic user interface (GUI) to support Human Machine
Interaction for the newly implemented definitions of the barrel tool, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: GUI to specify dimensions of the different barrel tool definitions
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Module Works has performed extensive debugging and development of software features to optimize
integration of Module Works software libraries into the Integrated FlexiMill System. A list of development cases
is presented in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Module Works cases associated with integration tasks of the FlexiMill project
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WP7 Demonstration and Testing
To ensure that the FlexiMILL process planning system is operational, demonstration will be performed in a
laboratory environment. This testing was performed at Fraunhofer IPT.
Module Works was also supporting other partners in the testing phase. As part of the developments, a
dedicated machine model of Makino D500 and postprocessor to convert 3D coordinates into machine
commands has been created for computer validation of the developed machining strategies, as shown in
Figure 8 and Figure 9. The postprocessor is based on Module Works Post Processor Framework, as referred in
Figure 9.

a) 3D model of the workspace of
Makino D500

b) internal GIT repository of the Makino D500 postprocessor

Figure 8: FlexiMill machine model and postprocessor (Makino D500)

Figure 9: FlexiMill machine model and postprocessor (Makino D500)
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WP9 Dissemination
A poster, shown in Figure 10, was presented at the 2019 International Conference on Virtual Machining Process
Technology (VMPT 2019) Vancouver, Canada on April 23-25, 2019.
The title of the poster was "Discrete Cutter-Workpiece Engagement for Five-axis Milling using Multi-Dexel
Model".

Figure 10: Conference poster
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